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Joshâ€™s game is about to change.So is his life.Josh is still fl ying high from his teamâ€™s

tournament win at Cooperstown whenhis parents start talking about a divorce. Now his dad is

challenging him toplay the best of the best at the Little League World Series in

Williamsport,Pennsylvania. But does he just want to get Josh out of the way?Two things are sure:

His fatherâ€™s new girlfriend, Diane, is looking to makesome changes, and Josh is determined to

get her and her terrible son out of hislife. With help from Benji and Jaden, Josh races to get the facts

that can keephis family together. Suspense builds as Josh fi nds it hard to concentrate on thegame

and make the winning plays that will lead his team to victory.
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I am 11 years old, and ha e read many tim green baseball and football books. The first couple were

ok, but as I read more of his books I realized that they are all the same. And very unrealistic. First of

all, I am not as good as Josh sounds in baseball, mainly because I am not perfect and I do not hit

homer after homer like Josh does. I find this annoying and its like this in all of his books. If this is

your first time reading a time green book, then I would recommend it but if you have read his other

books, then I would stop there. I just find his books very annoying, like some of the reviews



As a kid who plays little league baseball, it's awesome to read stories about and the way Mr.Green

describes everything going on, on the diamond, it's just like I'm there. And this is my favorite book

series right now.

My daughter who is not a fan of reading has embraced the Tim Green books and really enjoys their

sports and parental relationships. I feel as if she is actually reading a book with a storyline that is

respectful of morals and attitudes that seem to get lost in a lot of the books out there for kids today.

i really love this book and am looking forward to the next book i also really loved the first two

baseball great books

Kdkeisiux I love love you so much fun and I have to be the best thing ever is when you have to be a

good day to be a good time to get a good day to be a good day to day basis of the day I will be a

good day to be w the first time in the

The only comment I will make is the themes are great but this book has parents who are separating,

or heading for divorce which may be a bit much for younger kids. Loved the book otherwise. Tim

Green's books get better each time. His football books are also amazing.

I thought all three of the baseball great books were tremendous, I'm really hoping there will be

another or another two books in this "series" the ending to this one wasn't that clear. What

happened to Josh 's parents? What happens to the titans? And lastly, what happens to Josh as a

player.

This book is amazing it has such a good story line. It starts out dull but if you keep reading you'll get

sucked in. Definitely recommend it if you like baseball and enjoy a good story.
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